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the thirsty dentist janet gyenes

thirsty [continued]

Janet Gyenes is a magazine writer and editor who likes to dally in spirits, especially when discovering something like corenwyn jenever (a gin-like Dutch spirit)—straight or in cocktails like the
“bramble.” Have a boozy idea or question? Send it to feedback@inprintpublications.com

mezcal on the rise

(Part 1:
tequila)

Make room for tequila’s older and smokier agave counterpart

I

f tequila is one of the most misunderstood spirits, then mezcal is a downright
mystery.
But bartenders are getting schooled on
the smoky spirit says Eric Lorenz, Canada’s
first mezcalier, whose knowledge of all
things agave is encyclopedic. (He’s also a
tequila enthusiast and educator who holds
the Distintivo “T” Diploma from the Consejo
Regulador del Tequila).
After completing the first level of
mezcalier training from the pros (including
the distiller from Scorpion Mezcal), about 20
bartenders working at establishments such
as West, Hawksworth and The Shameful Tiki
Shack in Vancouver, are a step closer to earn-
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Piñas are Piñas are
typically pit typically steam
roasted. roasted.

AGING

1 Pierde Almas Espadín > Slightly smoky

Artisanal mezcal is
Tequila may be not aged.
unaged or aged in DENOMIoak for a min.
of two NATION
months. of ORIGIN
Mainly Oaxaca
Mainly Jalisco

bouquet with hints of aromatic wood and wild
flowers. Prolonged duration on the palate with a
velvety texture and smooth, fresh tones of quince
and anise in the aftertaste. 100% agave espadín;
51% ABV

2

TRADITIONAL
GLASSWARE
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SOMBRA > Spicy, fruity and high-toned, with
notes of citrus and roasted pineapple. 100%
agave espadín, 45% ABV

3 fidencio clasico > Delicate wood smoke and

green pepper scents highlight the bouquet; flavor
profile features pipe tobacco, road tar, cigarette
ash and pine needle; tangy, piquant. 100% agave
espadín; 44.7% ABV

Jicara cup, made from Caballito (Spanish
the guaje gourd for “pony”), a tall
alcohol shot glass
(diluted to
by volume 45-55%
bottle proof with lower(ABV) proof alcohol)
40% (diluted to bottle proof
with distilled water)

{learn}

“The biggest difference is that tequila is a
bit industrial and mezcal stayed more primitive,” says Lorenz.
Artisanal mezcal-making is unquestionably rustic, and comparisons are often drawn
between moonshiners and mezcaliers. Just
a few ingredients are required: agave, water,
firewood.
And a mule.
Piñas (the heart of the agave plant) are
roasted for three to five days in a pit. Then
they’re mashed with a mule-drawn stone
wheel before open-air fermentation takes
place, followed by distillation in wood-fired
stills. The method dates back to pre-Columbian times.
There are 30 to 40 agave species that can
be made into mezcal, though blue agave, the
hallmark of quality tequila, isn’t one of them.
“In most cases it’s a single agave that’s used,”
says Lorenz. “Most is 100% espadin [agave].
Tobala is second-most known—it’s almost
always wild harvested—and takes 16 years to
grow.” Age is another wrinkle in the mystery
that shrouds mezcal, where youth reigns.
“Artisanal mezcal is always presented un-

4 Agave de Cortes Silver > Subtle notes of

smoke, and a sweetness comparable to cognac
with bright, refreshing hints of citrus and herbs
on the nose and palate. 100% estate grown agave
espadín, 43% ABV

Hold the mariachis and caballitos. Bring on the tequila and
mezcal, paired with tasty bites from local chefs at the Vancouver
International Tequila Expo (VITE). May 24, 2013, Hyatt Regency
Hotel, Vancouver; tickets from $40. vancouvertequilaexpo.com
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Oaxacan Daisy

food photo: dr. holly fong

Min. 80% agave; most
mezcal is 100% Min. 51% blue agave
espadin to be called “tequila.”
agave. Sipping tequila is
100% blue agave.

ing the “mezcalier” moniker.
Mezcalerias have already been embraced
in U.S. cities such as Austin, Seattle and New
York (complete with art gallery and burlesque
shows), and they’ve migrated to Europe, with
eclectic spots open in Paris (think Mexican
wrestling masks married with Marais chairs),
London, Berlin and beyond.
Considering that Mexico is Canada’s
winter playground, mezcal-centric joints have
been absent from our cool climes. Until now.
Canada’s first, La Mezcaleria, finally opened
in Vancouver’s vibrant Commercial Drive
neighbourhood. Mezcal and tequila flights
are on offer, giving guests a chance to get
an appreciation of agaves’ complexity and
diversity.
There’s truth to the old saying “All tequila is mezcal, but not all mezcal is tequila.”
Mezcal has been made in Mexico for roughly
500 years, making it the mother of agave
spirits, but politics and propaganda pushed
younger upstart tequila to the forefront.
Both boozes are made in Mexico from
agave plants and involve roasting, fermenting
and distilling.

Part 2:

Rediscover
mezcal ’s
allure

aged,” says Lorenz. “Flavours will almost
always be more herbaceous...smoky,
hybrid flavours like roasted pineapple,
dried fruits, roasted red pepper, pine
needles, cigarette ash, railroad ties...but
also anise, especially in wild-harvested
agave species from around Oaxaca.”
The smokiness that’s characteristic
of mezcal comes from the pit roasting—
which permeates the agaves with the
essence of fire and earth—not from resting in oak, which is where tequila gets
its chocolate, soy and caramel nuances.
The age of the agave pre-harvest is
what’s important, Lorenz explains. Some
people believe that the longer the plant
matures, the more the terroir influences
mezcal’s flavour. Arroqueño agave, for
example, can mature for upwards of 24
years. In effect, the aging has taken place
before the spirit has been bottled.
Mezcal is produced in very small
quantities, compared to tequila, and
because of its primitive production
methods, each batch is a singular expression. The variables are boundless: the
batch, the village, elevation, variety and
age of agave, whether the mezcal is
made from a single species or ensamble,
a blend of three species. It all adds to
mezcal’s mystique.
To confound matters more, quality mezcal can be aged in oak. It’s not
considered artisanal, though, because
like tequila, the piñas are steam-roasted.
Lorenz describes the flavour of the extra
añejo Agave de Cortés as “...raisins, caramel and just delicious, thick sweet spice.”
On the menu at La Mezcaleria?
A dozen varieties already, including
Fidencio Pechuga, a curious concoction,
where distilled mezcal is infused with the
essence of, yes, a whole chicken breast.
Artisanal or not, expect to see this
smoky spirit explode onto the booze
scene soon in Canada. The volume of
mezcal imported for sippers to savour
has expanded exponentially in the past
few years, with artisanal brands such as
Fidencio, Pierde Almas, and El Jolgorio
entering the market. And like mezcal’s
more youthful counterpart, tequila, it’s
best when sipped neat or matched with
ingredients that complement—not
mask—its assertive essence.”

1.5 oz Sombra mezcal + 1 oz Cointreau
(or Giffard Triple Sec) + 3/4 oz freshly
squeezed Meyer lemon juice
Shake ingredients together with ice. Serve in
a coupe glass; garnish with Meyer lemon peel.

the hungry dentist
Dr. Holly Fong is a practising speech-language
pathologist with three young children who’s
always trying, adapting and creating dishes.

fresh catch
Serve up a snappy taste of spring

W

hen spring rolls around, the world
around me seems to be awash
in colour lifting the grey shroud
of winter. I love the yellows, shades of light
green, blues, reds and pinks. To celebrate the
season, I find myself making more fish and
serving it simply with a salsa. When I was a
child, my family had easy access to a variety
of fish and I loved the crispy skin of pan-fried
fish. Nowadays, it’s much harder to find fish filets with the skin unless you buy a whole fish
and ask the fishmonger to scale and filet it. It’s
well worth the effort as the skin has most of
the fatty omega acids and adds a welcome
crunch to the soft moist flesh.
As mangos are in season, it makes
a colourful salsa when combined with
avocado. Adding some prawns, lime, chili and
cilantro brings to mind a refreshing ceviche
without the raw seafood. This salsa works
well with any fish. If you are using an oily fish,
simply add more lime juice. But with a mild
or medium fish such as snapper, the juice of 1
lime is sufficient.
When choosing a wine with this dish, first
consider the type of fish and then the spicy

Pair a
light fish like
snapper with a
new-world Sauvignon
Blanc or dry Riesling.
For denser, meatier
fish, go with a
Gewürztraminer.

sweetness
of the
salsa. If it is an
oily or meaty fish such
as salmon or halibut, a
Gewürztraminer would work
well. But for a lighter fish such as
snapper, a new world Sauvignon Blanc or dry
Riesling would be delicious. A recent find was
the Pewsey Vale Eden Valley Riesling 2012.
This wine had fruity peach, green apple notes
with a slight spicy tangerine and lime taste.
The brilliant refreshing acidity worked well
with the spicy chili and the long finish left a
mouth-watering dryness. (As an aside, the
acidity will allow the wine to be cellared, but
it is enjoyable now.) Yum.

Pan-fried Snapper with Mango Avocado Salsa (serves 4)
4 pieces of red snapper,
approximately 180g
each, skin on but scaled
salt and fresh ground
pepper
2 tablespoons olive oil
salsa
1 lime
1 ripe but firm avocado
1 ripe but not overly soft
Ataulfo mango
2 medium hot red chili
peppers
4 green onions, rinsed with
ends cut
1 small clove garlic, peeled
smashed and minced
1 teaspoon chopped cilantro
175g prawns
1 tablespoon olive oil
a ¼-inch small slice of
ginger, cut in half
pinch of salt
extra virgin olive oil
small sprigs of cilantro for
garnish

To make the salsa, start by peeling
the shrimp. Add salt and pepper
to taste. In a heavy fry pan large
enough to hold the shrimp in 1
layer, add 1 tablespoon olive oil and
heat over medium-high heat. Add
ginger. When oil is shimmering, add
shrimp. Cook for 2 minutes before
turning shrimp for another 2 minutes.
Remove and let rest while preparing
other salsa ingredients. Discard
ginger.
Zest lime and juice over a bowl.
Dice avocado and mango into ½-inch
pieces and add to lime mixture. Add
thinly sliced chilies (scrape out seeds
but leave some pith for heat), green
onions and ½-inch diced shrimp
to the salsa. Add minced garlic,
chopped cilantro and gently mix all
ingredients. Lightly salt to taste and
set aside.

Run fingers along the flesh of
fish to check for any pin bones and
remove. Pat fish dry with a paper
towel. Lightly salt and pepper both
sides. In a large, heavy non-stick fry
pan, heat 1 – 2 tablespoons oil over
high heat. Swirl to coat. When oil
is shimmering, place fish skin side
down. Do not move or poke the fish,
otherwise skin will not crisp. Let it
cook for 2 ½ – 3 minutes depending
upon the thickness. When fish is
opaque half way through, carefully
turn over and cook for another
minute. Remove pan from heat to
plate so fish does not overcook.
To serve, spoon salsa onto 4
plates and arrange a piece of fish on
top. Drizzle a little extra virgin olive
oil around the edge of plate and
garnish with cilantro sprigs.
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